
AN ARGUMENT TO WHO CONTROLS HONG KONG DEBATED FOR

NEARLY 170 YEARS

The history as to who controls Hong Kong has been debated for nearly years . In the s, the British sale of opium to
China was creating a nation of drug.

The only way that this is going to be resolved is by political conversation. At her press conference, Mrs Lam
said the central authorities had supported both her efforts to introduce the bill and her decision to shelve it.
The essays in our library are intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay.
This was followed in by a system of unequal treaties between China and western powers. But in protesters
occupied streets in busy commercial areas for 79 days to push for democratic reform and secured no
concessions. The idea was that in the short term, this would prevent a major conflict, and that it would keep
the merchants and ship captains safe while reopening the extremely profitable China trade in other goods.
Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new perspectives and
arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor Code for more
information on how to use and how not to use our library. Why it matters: The bill proposal triggered weeks of
massive protests in the Chinese-controlled territory, and the Asian financial hub has since been plunged into
crisis as the demonstrations developed into a broader pro-democracy movement. There's a problem with this
paper. In the late s, Britain tried to alter this balance by replacing cotton with opium, also grown in India.
Second Opium War â€” In , a second Opium War broke out and continued until , when the British and French
captured Beijing and forced on China a new round of unequal treaties, indemnities, and the opening of 11
more treaty ports see Map 3. They argued that the production and sale of opium should be legalized and then
taxed by the government. More to the point, British representatives in Guangzhou requested that merchants
turn over their opium to Lin, guaranteeing that the British government would compensate them for their
losses. Chinese smugglers bought the opium from British and American ships anchored off the Guangzhou
coast and distributed it within China through a network of Chinese middlemen. Portugal acquired a permanent
lease for Macau in , paying an annual rent of taels of silver. All of these things made China, in some ways,
dramatically different from the European powers of the day, and it struggled to deal effectively with their
encroachment. An earlier version of this system had been put in place by China under the Ming Dynasty â€” ,
and further developed by its replacement, the Qing Dynasty, also known as the Manchu Dynasty. At a time
when there are clearly tensions in Hong Kong, the UK could reassure many Hong Kong citizens that their
existing rights are recognised by the UK, and they are valued. And I think all those come together now. They
also argued that the money collected from taxing the opium trade could help the Chinese government reduce
revenue shortfalls and the outflow of silver. Furthermore, the many rebellions that broke out within China
after the first Opium War made it increasingly difficult for the Chinese government to pay its tax and huge
indemnity obligations. The name translates as "fragrant harbour" or "incense harbour". In the government
shelved a controversial anti-subversion bill after hundreds of thousands of people took to the streets. But for
many, what started as recreation soon became a punishing addiction: many people who stopped ingesting
opium suffered chills, nausea, and cramps, and sometimes died from withdrawal. China lost both wars. Some
in the west claim that the Opium Wars were about upholding the principle of free trade. Finally, he pressured
the Portuguese, who had a colony in nearby Macao, to expel the uncooperative British, forcing them to move
to the island of Hong Kong. Settlers from nearby provinces migrated to Kowloon throughout the Ming
dynasty. The Kangxi Emperor lifted the prohibition, allowing foreigners to enter Chinese ports in  When the
British refused to do so, Lin stopped all foreign trade and quarantined the area to which these foreign
merchants were confined. In , British and French troops landed near Beijing and fought their way into the city.
The new emperor tried to bring Lin back from exile, but Lin died along the way. Amid reports of suspected
protesters being sought among the scores of wounded in hospital, some also want Ms Lam to guarantee that
there will be no prosecutions. Their belief was that taxing the drug would make it so expensive that people
would have to smoke less of it or not smoke it at all. Map 1: China's Borders as of  Tung Chee-hwa, who was
chief executive when the anti-subversion law was shelved, stepped down in , apparently because of his
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handling of that bill. Protests have not always proved so successful.


